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A time-dependent Toksmsk Systems Code (TTSC) has 
been developed and used to examine various inductively 
driven stsrtup scenarios for the TIBER resctor. 
Radially averaged particle and energy balance equa
tions are solved. In addition, time varying currents 
in the PF and OH coils are determined from MHD equi
librium and volt-seconds considerations. Las* th»n 20 
MW of auxiliary power deposited in the electrons is 
required to obtain eteady-atate operations. For thin 
scenario, leas than 101 of the total volt-ssconds 
capability is consumed during startup and the currents 
in the PF jnd OH coil'j do not appear to exceed a trees 
limits. For every volt-aecond saved during startup* 
the burn time can be extended 14 seconds. 

Introduction - The Time-Dependent Systems Code (TTSC) 

The Time-dependent Tokamak Systems Code (TTSC) 
solves radially avereged time-dependent particle snd 
energy belence equations together with various engi
neering constraints. The phyaics and engineering 
modules are time-dependent version* of the MUMAK [1] 
and TETRA [2] codea as they existed in early 1987. 
Theae two codes were merged* mede time-dependent and 
combined with an MHD equilibrium scaling routine [3]. 
The HHD scaling routine determines the required polo-
idal field (PF) and transformer coil currents (OR) to 
provide equilibrium snd the necessary volt-seconds. 

TTSC uses the steady-state plasms data from a 
TETRA output file and finds a reasonable startup 
scenario. TTSC determines auxiliary heating and 
fueling requirements, volt-seconds capability and 
startup time. In addition, TTSC provides an initial 
asscaament of the required OH and PF coll waveforms 

TTSC haa three baaic modes of operation. In the 
fully time-dependent mode, time-varying perticle 
sources for each ion species and heating sources for 
all species (Including electrons) are known and the 
density end energy equations are solved. On the other 
hand, the desired density snd temperature behavior may 
be specified thus the required time-varying particle 
and energy sources are determined. Finally, the 
density behavior may be prescribed snd the required 
particle source is calculated while a realistic power 
source Is specified and the time-varying specie* 
temperatures determined. 

i • C - TE 
where C is a constant and ?_is the global energy 
confinement time. 

The electron energy balance equation is 

i —*-*• - P + P + P* - -•-*. , 
2 dt ohmic aux a _e 

'EQ (3) 

where P 0 U _ J C *•* t h « ohmic heating source, P is en 
auxiliary heating term (usually RF), P is the frac
tion of fast alpha power deposited in the electrons ss 
they slow down* T, is a global electron energy con
finement time, T _ is the electron-ion equilibration 
time and P , is * radiation loss term (Bremastrahiung 
and Synchrotron). The electron and ion densities are 
related through charge neutrality. 

Assuming thst all the ion specie* have the same 
temperature, a global ion energy balance equation can 
be solved to obtain the ion temperature 

j , 2 dt ^ aux T 

°/><VTi> 
T.</> 

•H (4) 

is en auxiliary heating source (uauelly 
RF)i l%j is the ion-electron equilibration terra for 
ion speciea pr T^ Is the global energy confinement 
time for specie* /T, P 0 is the fraction of alpha power 
deposited in the ions snd pj is sn additional energy 
(source or sink) which is used when the ion tempera
ture is prescribed. 

If T^(t) and the retio of T e to T. are pre

scribed, then Eqe. (3) and (4) may be aolved to obtain 

the required energy sources 

PHYSICS 

TTSC can solve perticle and energy equations for 
each ion species. However, to ssve computer time, we 
assume that all ion apecies temperatures are the same 
and *olve a global ion energy equetion. In addition, 
we assume thet the impurities (Including thermalized 
alphas) are e percentage of the totel ion density. 
The percentage for each species may be time-varying if 
specified. In eddition we also assume thst the ratio 
of deuterium to tritium is fixed (normelly this ratio 
is 1). Therefore, only e globsl ion density and ion 
and electron energy balance equations are solved. 

The deuterium-tritium density equation Is as 
follows 

dn n 
dt " "fueling - V T < C , V > D T " ^ T 

P 
wiier* R la a particle source term end 
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(6) 

where dn/dt ia determined from analytic expreesions 
for n(t) and T(t) or by using cubic splines. 

The Initial plasma current is specified (typi
cally 200 kA). Th. initial density la taken to be a 
fraction of the Greenwald density limit given as 

.14 f I 0 e o (?) 
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where f < 1 (typically 0. 2). When external energy 
and/or particle source* are prescribed, we assume that 
the global particle and energy confinement tines 
degrade exponentially when either the beta or density 
limits ere exceeded. This prevents thermal runaway 
whan the fusion power becomes significant. When 
either the density or temperature time-profiles are 
apacifled and the required sources calculated) at 
steady-state, the sources may be negative. This can 
be interpreted aa an enhancement In radial transport 
required to prevent thermal runaway. 

MHD EQUILIBRIUM SCALING 

Given the Initial T., T , n., n and plasma 
current, the PF and OH coll currents need to be 
adjusted to provide MHD equilibrium and the proper 
amount of flux linkage. A unique feature of TTSC is 
the capability of linking the PF and OH coll waveforms 
with plasm* performance. At each point in time, the 
OH end PF coll currents are adjusted to provide MHD 
equilibrium and the correct amount of volt-seconds. 
The number, sizes, and locations of the PF and OH 
coils con* from the output of the TETRA steady-state 
nonlinear optimization systems code. 

Before the plasma Is initiated, for a given OB 
current, the remaining PF colls currents are adjusted 
to produce (in a least squared eense) a zero vertical 
magnetic field at a number of equally spaced grid 
points along the midplane. To determine the OH cur
rent , a guess for the initial OH current Is supplied 
end the resulting PF coil currente determined. B 
and JB ere calculated at the top and bottom of esch 
PP coil and at the top, bottom and center of the 
transformer stack. The initial guess is then scaled 
so that the currente in the OH and PF coils do not 
exceed the B and JB limits (typically 14 T and 

max max 
500 MAT) while being as large as possible. This will 
allow the OH coll swing to produce the largest amount 
of volt-seconde. Starting from these Initiation coil 
currente, when the plasma is present, the coll cur
rents are than adjusted to provide MHD equilibrium and 
the required volt-seconds. To obtain these currents, 
first the vertical field at the midplane grid points 
is calculated using the plasu* conditions (sice, posi
tion, poloidal beta, current, elongation and indue-
tlvity) and ths PF and OH coil currents and locations 
from a separate 2-0 MHD equilibrium calculation. This 
reference set provides the vertical field which th* 
TTSC MHD routine then uses to scale the coil currents. 
For a giv«n OH current, the PF coil currents are 
adjusted so that the vertical field at the grid points 
on the midplane match In a least-squared sense those 
values obtsined from scaling ths reference set verti
cal field for the new eet of plasma conditions gene
rated by TTSC. Th* OH current is adjusted ao that the 
complete PF and OH coil sets provide the amount of 
volt-seconds required by the plesma at that point in 
time. At «ach time step, the new plasma conditions 
and volt-s«conds requirement are given to the MHO 
scaling routine which then returns the required OH and 
PF coil currente. 

At the end of th* simulation, usually 2-3 seconds 
into the current flattop, and presumably, but not 
necessarily, when the plasma is at steady-state 
operating conditions, the PF and OH coll currante are 
linearly extrapolated to the time where either the 
B_ _ or JB limit (whichever comes first) is met. 
This then determines the maximum burn time and volt-
seconde capability of the given magnet set for the 
assumed startup scenario. 

ENGINEERING 

The radial build and PF and OH soil locations and 
sites com* from the TETRA code. Given the PF and OH 
coll currents, an estimate of the actual coil 
stresses can be obtained. 

The auxiliary power inputs can be adjusted to 
minimize the amount of volt-seconds used in startup 
without exceeding the beta limit or the capability of 
the auxiliary heating power supplies. 

POSSIBLE STARTUP SCENARIOS 

For this first version of TTSC we have examined 
various startup scenarios for pulsed operation where 
RF ie used es a heating source but not as a current 
drivt source. We hsve also assumed that the plasma 
density ramp Is prescribsd while the auxiliary power 
(presumably RF) source to the electrons is specified. 
The resulting particle sources (or sinks) and electron 
and ion temperatures are determined. The plasma cur
rent ie assumed to be a piecewlse continuous linear 
ramp based on DIII-D data [4J. The electron density 
is prescribed to follow the plasma current as dis
played in Figure 1 where we have fixed Z ., at 1.32. 
The general TIBER pulsed-mode paremeters are given in 
Table I while Table II show* the assumed initial 
plasma conditions. 

PLRSMR I 

7.995 

Pig. I Aaaumad plaama currant wavaforn. Initial valua 
of 200 kA. Initial alopa la 1 MA/a chanting to 
4/9 KA/a aftar raaching 1 HA. 

TABLE I 

TIBER PARAMETERS 

K ("i 3.0 
a (m) 0.633 
ft 2.4 
B T (T) 5.55 
I p (MA) 8.0 
n (« 1 0 2 0 m" 3) 1.78 
Z.ff 1.32 

film < ' " ° £ *I„) 
h <v-s> 

.050 film < ' " ° £ *I„) 
h <v-s> .072 

atactup (a) 
* ' • • 



TABLE I I 

AT PLASMA IMTIATIOH ( t - 3 s ) 

DENSITY 

I (HA) 
P j , 

n « <* 1 0 

T e (X.V) 
T. (k.V) 

0.200 
.018 
.13 
.08 

Flgura 2 show* tha praacrlbad PJ auxiliary haat-
ing povar vavafora* in thla caaa a aaxlaHia of 20 HW to 
tha .lactrona. TABLE III ahows tha affacta of varying 
tha aaxianiii aaount of SI pawar. For RP powara laaa 
than 8 MW, tha plaana doaa not lgnlta. For RF powara 
froa 8-10 MW tha plaama ignitoa but vail aftar tha 
currant flattopa. To ignlta tha plaama and raach 
ataady-atata whan tha currant flattopa raquiraa at 
laaat 15 MW of RF powar. Incraaaing tha RP powar from 
10 MW to 20 MW aavaa ovar 1 volt-aaconda which trana-
lataa to 14 a of incraaaad burn tbns. 

RF 

Fig. 

1S.0 
TIME: ts) 

2 Assumed auxiliary powar source waveform (RP 
with all tha powar deposited in the electrons). 

To (at a feeling for tha capabilities of TTSC wa 
examine in detail a poaslttle startup scenario assuming 
a maximum of 20 MW of RP power deposited in the elec
trons with the density profile shown in Figure 3. 
Figures 4 and 5 show tha resulting electron and ion 
temperatures. The initial change in slope in the 
temperature curves nesr 4 seconds corresponds to a 
change In confinement due to e change in the essumed 
slope in the current rsmpup. The second change in the 
temperature slopes near 9 seconds follows the exponen
tial enhancement In radial losses when the beta limit 
is exceeded. 

The reference magnet set which provides s 2-D HHD 
equilibrium during ateady-etsta ia shown in Figure 6. 
TTSC represents this case as 7 seta of FP colls and an 
OH stack made up of 4 coils all progrsamved with the 
same current. The volt-seconds requirement can be 
divided into an inductive part* primarily a function 
of plasms size and current, and a resistive part, a 
function of plasms density and temperature. Assuming 
a full sized plasms startup, the inductive pert of the 
totsl volt-seconds requirement Is Independent of the 
startup scenario. The startup scenario can greatly 
affect the resistive part. The less auxiliary heat
ing, the longer the plasma takes to reach steady-state 
and the greeter the resistive volt-seconds consumed, 
as shown in TABLE III. Bowever, in a reasonable 
startup scenario, the realsi'ive part may amount to 

ELECTRONS 0.000 17.78 
Fig. 3 Assumed radially-averaged electron density 

ramp. 

TEMP. 

ELECTRONS 0.000 9.302 
Fig. 4 Radially-avaragad alactron tamparatura aaauaing 

tha auxiliary powar aourc. in Plgura 3. 

TEMP. 

0.0 5.0 ID.O 15-0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 
TIME (5) 

DEUTERIUM " 0-000 0.013 
Fig. 5 Radially-averaged ion temperature assuming the 

auxiliary power source in Figure 3 with all ion 
species having the same value. 



TABLE III 

TIBER WITH CW RF HEATING 

(MW) (k«V) tk.V) 
FUS 
(MW) 

WALL 
(MW/m2) (VS) (VS) 

30.00 « 0 

30.08 e 
30.10 10 

30.15 15 

30.20 20 

1.49 1.49 .0083 1.27 .005 

6.14 5.81 .0343 150 .621 

8.71) 7.83 .0493 297 1.23 

9.20 8.05 .0515 314 1.30 

9.62 8.04 .0519 313 I.3C 

56.8 12.78 13.9 

47.9 3.98 3.7 

47.0 3.00 2.94 

46.1 2.05 1.97 

45.7 1.71 1.07 

TIBER-11 Model k69c 

as sss: m 
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Fig. 6 Reference PF and OH coll aat uaad by TTSC and 
TETRA. Thla plot la generated by eha FEDC/0RNL 
2-D MHO aqulllbrlum cod* HEQ. Tha numbers by 
tha colla corraaponda to tha TTSC numbering 
eyetem. 

laaa than 10X of tha total volt-seconds conaumad ao 
there reaches a point of diminishing return aa far as 
increasing tha amount of auxiliary heating. To pro
vide thla volt-eeconda, tha PP and OH coila are 
charged ao aa to awing from a -28 V-a to +23 V-s. The 
OH and PF colla are ewung so aa to prevent B and 
JB___ limits fro* being exceeded. 

In addition to examining B and JB for ths max max 
OH stack, ve alao examine them for each PP coll aat. 
Whan the elope of B for the atoady-state conditions 
was extrapolated then the B__ limit of 14 T waa 
reached for a burn time of 321 aeconda with a total 
volt-aacotLda consumed of 74,6 V-a. These numbers are 
somewhat larger than the baaeline parameters because 
we do not look at tha atresses In tha OH atack which 
may be exceeded before the B limit la mat. During 
steady-state* tha plasms ha* a loop voltage of 0.072 
V. Therefore, for each volt-seconds saved during 
atartupt tha burn time can be extended approximately 
14 aeconda* 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ve have developed a 0-D time-dependent physics-
enginsering coda which can quickly examine various 
startup scenarios end, when coupled to the steady-
atate nonlinear optimisation tokamak systems code 
TETRA, eacertaln If the "optimal" steady-atata operat
ing conditions are "achievable". TTSC can estimate 
volt-seconds requirements and capabilities and auxil
iary heating and fueling requirements. In addition, 
TTSC csn address potential magnet stress problems by 
examining B and JB at various coil locations. 

° max max 
TTSC haa shown the effectiveneaa of auxiliary power in 
reducing the volt-seconds requirement during startup 
and haa found a reasonable startup scenario for the 
pulaed-operstion mode of TIBER. In addition, TTSC can 
estimate tha burn time and volt-seconds capability of 
the magnet set. 
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